Please choose one of the below listed options to report concerns about AVX’s accounting, internal accounting controls or auditing matters, address questions to the Board of Directors or to address other questions to AVX.

Write to AVX:
AVX Corporation
Compliance Office
1 AVX Boulevard
Fountain Inn, SC 29644

Email AVX:
compliance@avx.com

Call AVX:
1-800-459-6713

- All questions and concerns will be received and processed by the Corporate Compliance office.

- Questions and concerns relating to AVX’s accounting, internal accounting controls or auditing matters will be referred to the Chairman of the Audit Committee.

- Questions and concerns addressed to the Board will be referred to the Presiding Non-Management Director.

- Other questions and concerns will be processed by the Corporate Compliance Office.

- If you wish your question or concern to be anonymous, you must send your concern by mail.
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